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CUSTOMER ENDORSEMENTS

“At first, it was a bit fast for me and the old girl but we got used to it in no time” anonymous contributors review 
in Dorset Swingers Club Magazine

“A first class ride” Dorset Specialist Chair Monthly

“After a slipped disc and a hip replacement, I thought anything beyond the downward dog was a thing of the 
past, but with the Hornichair properly bolted down and a light hoist, me and the wife can get into and maintain 
almost any situation - we can even get out of some of them.”  Mr J.M, When I’m Sixty-Nine Magazine

“At our age the non-slip aspect is a real boon”, Safer Surfaces Weekly

The Hornichair is the result of decades of research [technological, social, psychiatric] and is the latest real 
break=through in design technology.  Especially created and custom-built to ensure that you the client can 
achieve satisfaction in almost every conceivable position without muscle strain, RSI or a significant rise in 
blood pressure*, it is the proven scientific answer to middle-aged spread, compromised joints and flexibility-
loss as well as to “a maiden’s prayer”. [Which Marital Aid Magazine]

                       *partner dependent

And what’s more it is medically proven and recommended by osteopaths, psychopaths and sex therapists 
worldwide!  So why wait?  Contact the Hornimint Company’s Home Furnishings Division today and ask one 
of our experts for an assessment.  

Assessemnt Fees start from £50 and require customers to remove clothing for more accurate simulation and measurement



The Hornichair is designed with you in mind and 
styled to fit into almost any home environment.  
Created by some of Dorset’s top experts, based 
on real life Karma Sutra-inspired ergonomic 
principles and beautifully assembled by 
Hornimint’s own experts craftsmen, this essential 
addition to the home is quality-assured and a 
guarantee of endless quasi-athletic pleasure.
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